Code:

ANEC02 - Solidarity Gardens

Work type: ENVI/SOCI

Number of total volunteers : 12

14/06/2019 – 28/06/2019
Description of the
partner
organizing/hosting the
project :

Solidarity Garden is an inclusion project for people who are facing several social
difficulties. The workcamp will be an opportunity for you to work together and take
part to this human adventure. Since 2001, our organisation welcomes volunteers and
workers in various orchards, farm, beehives and organic vegetable gardens. Members
of the organisaiton come each day in the solidarity garden to pick their vegetables on
the advice of the volunteers and workers. We also lead actions for environmental
education towards youth.

Description of work :

During two weeks, you will take part in the farm's life and help the workers in their
everyday tasks of organic farming and beekeeping. This year we have two projects :
- renovate and create beehives of many kinds, so that you can learn a lot about these
amazing creatures and how to take care of them. In the end the beehives will be open
to the public as a padagogical tool.
- create wooden constructions for the farm's vegetables. This technique is made to
maintain levels of various vegetable "floors" and support the natural life of the soil. If
you are interested in understanding the work of nature, that is defintiely an experience
for you.
We may do both projects but it is unsure at the moment.

Description of
accomodation and food :

The volunteers will sleep in tents in the garden, just beside the House of Children and
Nature. You will have access to a kitchen, to the bathrooms and a common room for
indoor activities. Camp leaders and volunteers will pay attention to the food, provide
local products and respect a balanced diet. Volunteers will cook in groups according to
a planning that they will decide with the campleaders.

Description of location
and leisure:

Volunteers will decide their activities for afternoons and week-ends. Games will be
organised by volunteers and campleaders. The solidarity garden is nestled into a
verdant setting. Volunteers will decide of their activities for afternoons and weekends.
Games will be organised to the initiative of volunteers and campleaders. Very close to
the city, 45 min away from Paris, you will discover the capital of France. Near to the
garden, you will be able to visit ecological farms and do nice cycling excursions. You will
share time with workers and inhabitants of Grigny.

Short remarks for the
project :

WIFI is accessible at House of Children and Nature, where volunteers will be living.
Unfortunately, the site is not accessible to wheelchairs. Places for 17 years old are
limited (maximum 1).

Nearest airport :

(ORY) Paris Orly Airport

Nearest train station :

Viry Chatillon Station (zip code 91170)

Meeting Point and Time
:

Viry Chatillon Station (zip code 91170) 14/06/2019 at 3:00pm

